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Understanding the Importance of 
Kindergarten Homework 

The attached calendar shows your child’s homework 

assignments for the month. Pick at least three 

activities per week to complete. Once your child has 

completed an assignment, please initial and color in 

the box. At Kindergarten level, homework should only 

take 10 to 15 minutes to complete.  

Don't forget, as a parent you are your child's first 

teacher! You will be amazed at the amount of 

progress your son/daughter can make with your 

support. 
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Please color the boxes as you complete each activity. Don’t forget to read 
for 10 minutes every night! 
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Please color the boxes as you complete each activity. Don’t forget to read 
for 10 minutes every night! 

Draw a picture of your family having dinner on Thanksgiving Day. 
Label it.  Happy Thanksgiving!!! 
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Please color the boxes as you complete each activity. Don’t forget to read for 10 minutes every 
night! 

Enjoy your Winter Break! Read every day! 
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activity. Don’t forget to read for 10 minutes 
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Thank you for purchasing this product. For more quality 
products, visit my store: 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Marta-Almiron 

Follow me! Freebies every month! 

Visit my Blog: Tweetsfromkindergarten.blogspot.com/ 
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	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	17:          Draw a picture about your first day of school.
	18:         Write your first and last name 5 times.
	19:         Practice your lunch number.
	20:           Write the numbers 1 to 10 neatly.
	21:         Say the days of the week and the months of the year 3 times. 
	24:          Write the numbers 1 to 10 neatly.
	25:          Say or sing the alphabet 3 times.
	26:           Say the days of the week and the months of the year 3 times. 
	27:          Write your first and last name 5 times.
	28:          Draw a picture of some of your new friends.
	31:         Write the numbers 1 to 10 neatly.
	9:         Write your first and last name 5 times.
	10_2:            Write the numbers 1 to 10 neatly.
	11_2:         Practice your phone number.
	14_2:           Draw 3 things that are blue. Label them.
	15:             Write the numbers 1 to 10 neatly.
	16:            Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	17_2:            Draw 3 things that begin with “M”, and label them.
	18_2:           Write your first and last name 5 times.
	21_2:            Practice counting to 20.
	22:            Draw a picture of your family. Label it.
	23:            Draw 3 things that are yellow. Label them.
	24_2:           Draw something you like to eat. Write a sentence: “I like…”
	25_2:             Draw an apple. Label its parts (stem, leaf, skin, seeds).
	28_2:           Write your first and last name 5 times.
	29:             Draw 3 things that begin with “S”, and label them.
	30:            Practice counting as high as you can.
	8_2:          Draw 3 things that are orange, and label them.
	9_2:        Draw a picture of something you like to do in the fall. Write a sentence about it.
	12_2:          Draw 3 things that begin with “T”, and label them.
	13_2:          Write words that rhyme with “bell”.
	14_3:          Draw a picture of the fall. Write a sentence about it.
	15_2:           Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	16_2:           Write the numbers 6-10 and draw objects to represent each number.
	19_2:        Draw a picture of a tree in the fall. Write a sentence about it.
	20_2:              Retell a story you heard in school. Draw a picture about it.
	21_3:            Draw an AB pattern.
	22_2:             Draw 3 things that begin with “P”, and label them.
	23_2:            Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	26_2:             Make a list of things you can make with a pumpkin.
	27_2:            Make a list of your favorite candy.
	28_3:           Write words that rhyme with “ghost”.
	29_2:            Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	30_2:          Draw fall leaves. Write a sentence about them.
	2_3:        Write the alphabet (upper case) neatly.
	3_3:       Write the alphabet (lower case) neatly.
	4_3:        Find things that are shaped like a circle and square. Draw them and label them.
	5_3:       Find things that are shaped like a triangle and rectangle. Draw them and label them.
	6_3:        Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	17_3:           Draw 3 things that begin with “N”, and label them.
	18_3:            Make a pattern by drawing triangles and rectangles.
	19_3:         Write a sentence about your favorite sport. Illustrate.
	20_3:          Write a sentence about a story we read in school. Illustrate.
	23_3:            Find sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine. Circle them.
	24_3:             Write two sentences using two sight words you know.
	30_3:              Draw 3 things that begin with “M”, and label them.
	Row1: 
	Row1_2: 
	Tuesday:          Write about a story we read in school. Illustrate.
	Wednesday:          Write about something you like to do when it’s cold outside.
	Thursday:          Draw 3 things that begin with “B”, and label them.
	Friday:         Write a list of things you may see in the winter.
	7_4:         Write a gift list.
	8_3:          Write about your favorite holiday. Illustrate.
	9_4:        Write about your favorite thing about winter.
	10_4:             Write about something you would like to do during the winter break.
	11_4:           Write all the words you can make with “winter holidays”.
	14_4:           Write all the words you know from the “_at” family.
	15_3:          Use 3 sight words to write three sentences.
	16_4:             Draw 3 things that begin with “H”, and label them.
	17_4:            Write the numbers 1 to 20 neatly.
	18_4:          Write a list of words that rhyme with “dog”.
	4_4:          Write your resolution for the New Year.
	5_4:           Write the alphabet. Say each letter’s sound.
	6_4:         Find an item that is shorter than your foot. Draw it and label it.
	7_5:         Find an item that is longer than your hand. Draw it and label it.
	8_4:        Write 3 sentences using three sight words.
	11_5:         Write the steps to make a snowman.
	12_4:            Write a list of things you can do in the snow.
	13_4:          Draw the clothes you need for winter. Label them.
	14_5:          Write a list of animals that hibernate in the winter.
	15_4:           Write a fact that you have learned about Martin Luther King, Jr.
	18_5:              Write the numbers 1 to 20 neatly.
	19_4:             Write all the words you know from the “_en” family.
	20_4:              Write 3 sentences using three sight words.
	21_4:           Write about a story we read in class. Illustrate.
	22_4:            Write some facts you know about penguins. Illustrate.
	25_4:           Write some facts you know about polar bears. Illustrate.
	26_4:            Write a list of words that end with “N”.
	27_3:           Write a list of words that end with “S”.
	28_4:              Write 2 question sentences (don’t forget to use the question mark).
	29_4:              Write 3 sentences using three sight words.
	1_3:       Write all the words you know from the “_ot” family.
	2_4:         Practice counting to 100 by ones and by tens.
	3_4:           Write a list of things you would buy if you had 100 dollars.
	4_5:        Retell a story we read in school. Write about your favorite character. Illustrate.
	5_5:          Write a list of words that end with “P”.
	8_5:        Write a list of 10 sight words.
	9_5:         Write the steps to brush your teeth.
	10_5:             Write a list of healthy food.
	11_6:          Write a note to someone you love.
	12_5:          Write a letter to the Tooth Fairy.
	15_5:           Write a list of words that end with “T”.
	16_5:          Write about what you would do if you were the President of our country.
	17_5:            Write a list of things that are not good for your teeth.
	18_6:             Write a list of things that are good for your teeth.
	19_5:            Write about your favorite famous African-American.
	22_5:           Draw a picture using two dimensional shapes (circle, square, triangle, etc.)
	8_6:          Write an addition sentence (i.e.: 2 + 2 = 4). Draw objects to represent.
	9_6:           Draw a rainbow. Write about it.
	10_6:            Write a list of things that shine like gold.
	11_7:         Circle all the sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine.
	17_6:               Write a list of words you can make with “Leprechaun”.
	18_7:            Write an addition sentence (i.e.: 2 + 2 = 4). Draw objects to represent.
	21_5:               Write 3 sentences using sight words.
	22_6:              Write 3 question sentences.
	23_6:             Write a list of words from the “_old” family.
	24_6:              Draw a kite. Write about it.
	25_6:             Circle all the sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine.
	28_5:            Write about your favorite thing to do in Spring.
	29_6:           Write an addition sentence (i.e.: 2 + 2 = 4). Draw objects to represent.
	30_5:               Write 3 sentences using sight words.
	31_3:             Write a subtraction sentence (i.e.: 5 - 2 = 3). Draw objects to represent.
	1_5:       Write a list of things that are funny.
	4_7:        What is your favorite thing to do when it rains? Write and illustrate.
	5_6:         Circle all the sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine.
	6_5:         Write 3 sentences using sight words.
	7_7:         Why is rain important? Write to explain.
	8_7:         Write a note to a friend.
	11_8:         Do you like rainy days? Why or why not? Write to explain.
	12_6:           Write a subtraction sentence (i.e.: 5 - 2 = 3). Draw objects to represent.
	13_5:          Write to describe a bunny. Illustrate.
	14_7:         Write all the words you can think that end with “g”.
	15_7:            Write a list of words from the “_ing” family.
	18_8:           Write a list of things you can recycle.
	19_6:            Write a list of things you can reuse.
	20_5:              Write a list of things you can reduce.
	21_6:            What is your favorite thing about trees? Write and illustrate.
	22_7:            Draw the Earth. Write what you can do to help our planet.
	25_7:             How can you help trees? Write and illustrate.
	26_6:            How can you save electricity? Write and illustrate.
	27_4:            Draw a colorful garden. Label your picture.
	28_6:              Write a list of things you would like to plant in your garden.
	29_7:               Write 3 sentences using sight words.
	18_9:              Draw and label 5 shapes.
	19_7:             Write a list of animals that live in the ocean.
	20_6:              Draw your favorite ocean creature. Why is it your favorite?
	23_7:               Write a list of summer activities.
	24_7:                What is your favorite thing to do in the summer? Write and illustrate.
	25_8:                Circle all the sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine.
	31_4:              Write a letter to your dad.
	8_8:        Write all the ways you can make 9 (i.e.: 9=3+6)
	9_8:  Draw to solve:                 4 + 5 = 8 + 2 =
	10_8:          Write a list of things you would like to do this summer.
	13_7:         Write 3 sentences about your dad.
	14_8:          Write the steps to make S’mores. Illustrate.
	15_8:       Draw to solve:           7 - 5 =           9 - 2 =
	16_8:         Write a list with all the things you like to do with your dad.
	17_8:             Make a card for your dad.
	22_8:             Write the steps to make lemonade. Illustrate.
	23_8:            What is your favorite thing to do in the summer? Write 3 sentences about it.
	24_8:             Circle all the sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine.
	24_9:          Write 3 addition sentences.
	27_7:              Write 3 subtraction sentences.
	28_8:               Write 5 sentences using 5 sight words.
	29_9:           Write a letter to a friend.
	30_8:            Make a circle map with all the sight words you know.
	2:          Explain our classroom rules to your family.
	3_2:          Write your first and last name 5 times.
	1_2:        Write the numbers 1 to 5 and draw objects to represent each number.
	2_2:         Find sight words you know in a newspaper or magazine. Circle them.
	5_2:         Write words that rhyme with “bat”.
	9_3:          Write a list of things you are thankful for.
	10_3:             Draw your favorite Thanksgiving meal. Write a sentence about it.
	11_3:           Write two sentences using two sight words you learned this week.
	12_3:             Draw 3 things that begin with “C”, and label them.
	13_3:          Draw circles and squares to make a pattern.
	16_3:            Write a list of words that rhyme with “fall”.
	23_5:                Draw the president and write about him.
	24_5:             Write all the words you know from the “_ug” family.
	25_5:                Practice counting to 100 by ones and by tens.
	26_5:              Draw something heavy, and something light. Label your drawings.
	29_5:              Write 3 sentences using three sight words.
	1_4:        Retell as story we read in school. Write about your favorite part.
	2_5:         Draw and write about your favorite Dr. Seuss character.
	3_5:           Write about your favorite thing to do in Spring.
	4_6:          Write a list of things you see in the Spring.
	7_6:          Line up 10 objects. Practice ordinal numbers.
	14_6:          What would you do if you catch a leprechaun? Write and illustrate.
	15_6:           What would you do if you find a pot of gold? Write about it, and illustrate.
	16_6:            Write about a time you thought you were very lucky. Illustrate.
	2_6:         Write a letter to your teacher.
	3_6:          Write the steps to plant a seed. Illustrate.
	4_8:         Write to describe a butterfly. Illustrate.
	5_7:           Write a list with all the insects you know.
	6_6:           Write 3 question sentences.
	9_7:           What would you like to do if you were a butterfly? Write and illustrate.
	10_7:            Write all the ways you can make 7 (i.e.: 7=3+4)
	11_9:            Draw your favorite insect. Write to explain why it’s your favorite.
	12_7:            Where would you go if you could fly? Write and illustrate.
	13_6:           Write a letter to your mom.
	16_7:            Write a list of all the things you learned this year in school.
	17_7:              Write all the words you know from the “_ay” family.
	30_6:                Write 3 sentences using sight words.
	20_7:           Summer is very hot. Write a list of things that are hot.
	21_7:            Write all the words you can think from the “_ot” family.
	27_6:               Write a list of all the things you think you will learn in First Grade.
	28_7:           Draw a summer scene. Label your picture.
	29_8:          Draw a character from your favorite story. Write to explain why it’s your favorite.
	30_7:            Write a list of things you need to go camping.
	1:       Draw 3 things that are red. Label them.
	4_2:        Retell a story you heard in school. Draw a picture about it.
	7_2:          Say the days of the week and the months of the year 3 times. 
	8:           Draw 3 things that are green. Label them.
	6_2:        Draw 3 things that begin with “R”, and label them.
	7_3:           Write the sight words you learned this week 5 times.
	26_7:                Write about your favorite book. Why is it your favorite?
	27_5:                Write the steps to make a sand castle. Illustrate.


